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The article proves the need for a thorough analysis and reconsidering of new forms and principles of interaction 
between Executive authorities at different levels and organizations working in tourism. It also presents a detailed 
activity analysis of this structure that allows us to identify the peculiarities of its functioning. Structural analysis 
of Federal Tourism Agency suggests that the priorities of tourism development are reflected only in the hotel 
industry. Besides in tourism there is no authority with control and supervision functions. Thus state management 
is not implemented for regulatory tasks and decisions. 
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В статье обосновывается необходимость подробного анализа и осмысления форм и принципов взаимо-
действия органов исполнительной власти различных уровней и организаций, работающих в сфере ту-
ризма. В ней также представлен детальный анализ данной деятельности данной структуры, который 
позволяет определить особенности ее функционирования. Структурный анализ Федерального агенства 
по туризму предполгает, что приоритеты его развитие реализуются только в гостиничной индустрии. 
Помимо этого не существует исполнительного органа с функциями контроля и надзора. Таким образом, 
государственное управление в данной сфере не применяется для решения задач регулиировния. 
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High rhythms of legal and economic social relationships require the state’s regulating them. Tourism 
in all its forms is currently considered one of the promising economic branches. It has an impressive 

proven effect: a one-day income received from one tourist exceeds the sum spent by them during the stay 1,2-
4 times. It motivates the necessity of analysis and reconsidering new forms and principles of state executive 
authories interacting on different levels and their interaction with tourism organizations as well. 

It is also dictated by practical objectives of working out laws, legal acts and other documents aimed at 
proving the competence and structure of organizations that manage tourism and perfecting forms and methods 
of their business that could meet present-day social requirements [4, 5].

The current management system that includes federal state authorities and regional authorities with 
particular competences in this sphere does not provide a complex approach to priority objectives in tourism.

This approach should be based on principles of distributing state authorieties’ competences that could 
have evident reflection of such functions as state planning and programming, effective managing state property 
and other resources, legal regulation, stimulating and control. Such an approach contributes to full implemen-
tation of universal policy that should be fulfilled by executive authorities under coordination of government.

We have to state that tourism legislature does not always meet present-day requirements. Current prin-
ciples of state management are mostly out of date and not always applied in practice. State authorities bear 
prevailingly representative and advertising functions. It prevents them from duly participating in social rela-
tionships taking place in tourism.

Current federal executive power structure counts dozens of departments and subordinate establishments, 
which blurs the scope of responsibility of its elements and does not make possible to wholly implement pro-
gram approach to developing tourism, which is key in the conception of federal program “National and For-
eign Tourism in the Russian Federation (2011-2018)”.

Such a state of affairs also prevents from productive interdepartamental coordination of executive bod-
ies at all levels, subjects of tourist business and other parties involved in the process. It also lays obstacles to 
inter-budget relationships and provokes precedents of dubbing functions that makes unnecessary administra-
tive barriers.

Perfecting the legal system in tourism as a complex institution of administrative, civil and budget law 
will help this branch develop in definite legal framework.

Lacking state support and regulation of tourism in the nearest future in Russia may lead to further de-
crease in competitiveness of our tourist product both in global and domestic markets (including for the rea-
son of infrastructure obsolescence); decrease in numbers of inbound and outbound tourists. The latter entails 
decrease in tax and other budget incomes and employment in tourism and adjacent branches, in life-level of 
population leading to social strain; increase in outbound torism worsening country’s balance of payment.

All mentioned above motivates an objective necessity of reflecting tourism issues in federal law, which 
would help use resources more rationally and get a better effect of their being used. Absence of this leads to 
regional discoordination of tourism development, disunion of federal executive, regional executive and self-
governing bodies, reducing their responsibility and insystematism in coping with tasks arising in this sphere. 
This also puts budget funds at risk of being dispersed and/or bringing in off-budget funds for solving tourism 
issues [1]. 

In this case state policy of developing country’s recreational complex may come down solely to per-
fecting legal norms of its functioning, which would ensure only local results in making premises of full using 
recreational resources.

Tourism is a peculiar phenomenon requiring good knowledge and consideration of natural, climatic, hic-
toric, cultural and economic conditions as well as customs and traditions, infractructure. For this reason devel-
opment of tourism is possible under parallel federal and municipal management with the federal policy domi-
nating. Thus systematic approach implies considering the competence of governing bodies at all levels [6, 7].

In Russia we can see a permanent change of federal executive authorities implementing state policy, 
interbranch and interregional coordination in tourism.

 Over recent decades our country has seen about a dozen reformations of the federal executive author-
ity responsible for tourism development. Currently this development is characterized by deep and ambiguous 
changes in its organizational structure, in the vector as well as in quantitative and qualitative parameters.
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 Researching tourism state management implies considering Russia’s federal structure, which means 
the state having autonomous territorial units with their own managing authorities and differentiation between 
federal and regional objectives. Regional authorities should exercise immediate managing functions whereas 
federal ones should have supervising and planning competences. Such differentiation excludes unreasonable 
dubbing of functions and gives a basis for invariable question solving.

 Comparative analysis of legal regional acts allows us to distinguish the following groups of their func-
tions in tourism management.

 1. Sharing, managing and using with the Russian Federation the land in resort territories.
 2. Planning and coordination of tourism development.
 3. Inplementing scientific and technological policy in tourism.
 4. Ensuring safety on region’s territory.
 5. Informative functions.
 We can also distinguish the following peculiarities of regional executive authorities in tourism regulation.
 Firstly the heads of regional executive power form the system of executive authorities implementing 

stete management in tourism. However delegating such competences means dubbing functions in many re-
gions. Consequently working out legal basis of these authorities requires more precise differentiation of com-
petences. Secondly state regulation of general questions in tourism should be fulfilled by federal executive 
authorities. 

Analysing the structure of regional executive authorities we can distinguish the following groups of them.
 1. Branch departments having directly to do with tourism matters. They include tourism departments, 

recreational and resort departments, hospitality departments.
 2. Functional departments that exercise specific functions not connected with a definite tourism branch. 

They include advertising and informational departments, territory-development departments, legal, economic 
and investment departments.

 Tourism committees consider tourism vector in a particular region. Thus branch direction of different 
regions’ authorities does not coincide. Besides it should be mentioned that in certain regions structures with 
specific tourism competence belong to authorities with more general functions, for instance, economic ones.

 It should be admitted that such current structure could be relevant. However without definite federal policy in 
tourism these authorities do not take leading positions among socio-economic executive bodies even in the regions 
where tourism is booming. The issues of tourism development often come down to those of infrastructure [2]. 

 The key problem in tourism management is absence of up-to-date legislature meeting the economic 
state of the branch. In this absence regions autonomously set the goals and objectives for the competent bodies 
to solve. State management fulfilled by them results in acts or decrees by the heads of regional exective power.

 Tourism as a complex economic sphere requires a complex management approach. It logically leads to 
the necessity for opening departments that would elaborate regional tourism strategy basing not only the cur-
rent practice but on new types of tourism as well [8].

 Another essential issue is shortage of tourism professionals in the management structure. A body con-
sisting of employees with general competences will implement the most general approach. This issue is di-
rectly connected with training professionals in tourism educational establishments. It should be meantioned 
that currently their level is not high enough.

 As tourism immediately positively and negatively influences definite territories it demands attention of 
local governing authorities[3].  Every poputated territory should be locally governed as only such an approach 
makes possible to detect population’s needs, solve definite questions and take emergency measures.

 According to the Fedral Law № 131 “General principles of organizing local governing” by the latter 
such a form of power is meant that ensures population’s autonomous and fully responsible solving questions 
through the local bodies basing on population’s interests and historical and other local traditions as well.

Current legislature make possible to distinguish the following features of local self-governing.
1. A form of implementing power.
2. Ensures solving local issues.
3. Population’s autonomy and responsibility in decision-making.
4. Considering historic and other local traditions.
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5. Limits of self-governing are set by Constitution, federal and regional laws.
The competences of local government can be divided into two groups.
1. Competences of solving local issues.
2. Particular state competences.
The peculiarity of local governing of tourism consists in its bearing such functions as implementing re-

gional programs (programmed expending funds given and compiling reports of the programs implemented for 
regional governing bodies), direct interaction with entrpreneurship.

There are also the following functions fixed.
1. Working out legal basis of tourism.
2. Making forecasts, development projects for a certain territory, compiling reports.
3. Registering subjects providing tourism services.
4. Promotion of the territorial unit in tourism market.
All this leads to the conclusion about the necessity of fixing tourism competences of local self-governing 

bodies on federal level.
Currently the structure of Russian tourism management has a mixed character. However branch man-

agement principles as well as their connection with territorial ones and the necessity of developing cultural 
tourism make combining the notions of managing tourism and budget culture worthy of attention. Neverthe-
less currently this idea is used only with Parliamentary Culture and Tourism Committee. Branch management 
principle implies that combining these notions under the aegis of one managing subject presents a great interest 
for cultural tourism. As researching this tourism primely means outbound and inbound tourism we should pay 
attention to the issue of making administrative units, whithin which it could be possible to take certain mea-
sures contributing to complex development of cultural tourism in them.

Tourism zonation of this kind will serve as a basis of optimal functional and spatial structure of a region. 
Regional transport and hospitality development should be counted as well. Taking into account this situation 
we can see an emerging necessity of working out a complex approach to tourism development. It would opti-
mize income from tourism and adjacent branches.

We have to state that in Russia with its high outbound and inbound tourism potential there is no definite 
idea of state’s part in developing this sphere. Managing functions in this branch are dispersed among a big 
number of executive authorities [4].

Apart from the mentioned competent governing authorities it is worth mentioninig such a specializing 
executive organ as Russian Federal Tourism Agency with interbranch management as its activity is connected 
with various economic branches.

Russian Government’s decree from 31.12.04 № 901 enacts “Act about Russian Federal Tourism Agen-
cy”. The detailed activity-analysis of this structure allows us to come to a number of conclusions about the 
specificity of its functioning.

Firstly, this analysis makes possinle to state that tourism development priorities are reflected only in 
hospitality and accommodation sphere. Other tourism branches are developed on to a lesser extent or remail 
undeveloped at all.

Secondly, in tourism there is no executive body with control and supervision functions i.e. state manage-
ment is not implemented in the aspects of control of following legall set norms.

Thirdly, among the functions assigned to Russian Federal Tourism Agency only two of them are really 
exercised: informational promotion of tourism and interaction with foreign tourism operators.

Fourthly, state management in tourism on Russian Federal Tourism Agency’s part needs this body’s 
functions to be diversified for optimizing its work.

To sum up the findings of the research done we can state the following. Currently in Russia there is a 
practically formed multifunctional structure of tourism management on federal level with a wide range of com-
penetces. However issues connected with working out effective mechanisms of relationships of all economic 
subjects are gaining topicality. To these subjects belong the following: regional governing authorities, munici-
pal authorities, public sector, business-structures and consumers (tourists). The result of such interaction can 
be growing role of tourism and as a consequence, increasing its share it state budget, which is important in the 
current difficult socio-economic situation. 
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